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About This Content

This DLC unlocks the third story in Doctor Who Infinity.

The Lady of the Lake by Scott Handcock
Featuring Celyn Jones ("Geraint"), Katy Manning ("Delyth"), Marilyn Le Conte (the "Lady")

Drawn by Neil Edwards
Colored by John-Paul Bove and Dylan Teague

Audio Direction by Stafford Bawler and Gary Russell

The Tenth Doctor and Rose Tyler find themselves pulled into a thematic retelling of a legendary Welsh tale whilst visiting the
Black Mountains of Wales.

A dense fog, as well as a full blown alien war have descended on a small village. Luckily the Tenth Doctor and Rose Tyler have
just arrived on holiday.

As a piece of alien weaponry poses an existential threat to mankind, the Doctor has to team up with a local poet as they try to
unravel the mysteries of why a Lady has been seen walking over the surface of Llyn-y-Van Bach Lake, and why all the animals

nearby have been dying at midnight.
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Can it run crysis???? Yes... :nepnep:

Once you get past that drm and using a 64 bit patch folder called bin64, renaming it to bin32.bak or something, this game can
run. Gameplay was alright, with the level of destruction i could do with the environment and the enemies. This game did crash
for me a few times but thats okay.

For 2007 game, the graphics once on ultra really have aged well that it looks like a game from 2015 or something, all within a
few GB file size, and a GB of vram or more. This game was tough to run on ultra and 1080p even on my current setup but it was
a good game and a benchmark at the same time. A nice stress test. Even high and medium looks fairly nice for this game, but
low is as potato as one gets. I wouldn't have dreamed to be able to run this game in 2007 at decent framerates or a high
resolution as 720p would still have been tough to run. You want high single core performance for this game , as well as a strong
gpu. Even 4k would stress a gtx 1080ti enough.

This game if it had rtx modded onto it, would probably be an unplayable meme.

In windows this game runs as you would expect assuming you got it to start at all with the 64 bit .exe. I used dx10 renderer for
the full effect but dx9 works too as an option. With a cfg tweak you could do dx9 and ultra if you wanted.
However I also attempted to run Crysis for the fun of it in Linux using steam play proton , but the DRM was the annoying issue
and dx9 to opengl performance is terrible. However once I enabled dx10 mode, used protontricks possibly , it would run in
vulkan via DXVK (direct x to vulkan) at about similar framerates to windows, which is honestly pretty cool for me. Game runs
well, but you would have to disable esync if you attempted to run this meme in Linux.

Also for saving trouble for anyone who still wanted to get Crysis, I would highly recommend the GOG version instead as it has
the 64 bit patch executable so that it will start up on first try, and no annoying DRM where it would prevent you from playing
after 5 times or some other bs, even with the license key provided on steam. Technically i could run this without steam detecting
it after evading the DRM, in wine for linux or Lutris, or as a standalone exe in Windows, but to save you the trouble, its better to
simply get the GOG version. Worth the price and being DRM Free for good.

Crysis warhead had the same issues as Crysis with drm and 64 bit but the game itself is good, and runs a bit better in some ways.
You could even mod this game for even better textures and shading as a way to enhance the already great looking game and
stress the GPU to the limits.

This game could run from windows xp , vista, 7, 8 and 10. Linux it would once i used steam play proton with a few tweaks or
lutris with wine and dxvk,

My hours on steam are not accurate as some were missing as i started the game sometimes without steam detecting it. I have
spent probably more than 24 hours on the game. the game doesn't take that long to complete unless i got stuck or just messed
around with the game.

RIP multiplayer sadly, but if multiplayer came back somehow, that would be something to try.. Love it. Only problem I have
with it is that there isn't enough of it.
There really isn't very much of it, to be frank, but it is definitely worth 4€!
I'm really looking forward to more games of Grace Bruxner, and more chapters of Frog Detective!. My favorite poker game..
Coma: Mortuary is an interesting concept for a game, with a rather poor execution.

Story:

In Coma: Mortuary you play as a man whose girlfriend died, filled with depression he decides to commit suicide in the same
place she died, so he gets inside his vehicle and crashes it on purpose. But he seemingly survives the crash and is rather put into
a coma from which he wakes up and wanders inside a mysterious cave.

That's about it for the story, it's nothing entirely special. It doesn't really go anywhere with it's plot and also the way it wraps up a
story could be considered a negative, cause the game ends on a cliffhanger. The game was intended to be a trilogy, but since the
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first game came out in 2014 and there's no info on a sequel , it's safe to say the story will never get a proper ending.

Graphics:

This is probably one of the few positives I can name about the game and that is the graphics. The caves you explore are filled
with detail and some interesting environments like an abandoned library and such. It does wonders for the atmosphere of the
game, which certainly creeps you out when you explore the seemingly abandoned environments.

There is one negative which is a weird motion blur. When moving around the environments become blurred as if someone
smeared vasaline over the lens.

Audio:

The audio is alright for the most part, nothing entirely special. The main character is fully voice acted and the acting is actually
sort of decent. The soundtrack is also decent, giving the game plenty of atmosphere, to unsettle you and creep you out while you
explore the caves.

Gameplay:

This is probably the biggest negative I have for the game. Coma: Mortuary is pretty much a walking simulator for it's entirety.
It's really boring when you're exploring a certain location with no threat whatsoever. While the environments are interesting and
pretty to look at, ultimately there's not much reason to actually to explore as there's no bonuses to do so.

Also the main character moves really slowly. The shift button actually slows you down even more which is annoying as hell. So
when you explore the bigger parts of the cave you notice that you reach a dead end and you have to walk back at a really slow
pace which really doesn't help the game at all.

Apart from the walking there are minor puzzles to solve to advance, but they are incredibly easy and will not prolong your
journey by a lot, I wish the puzzles were a bit harder so there was a bit more play value, but sadly there's not much.

Verdict:

Coma: Mortuary is sadly a really mediocre game. While I still recommend trying out the game if you like horror games, I
suggest waiting for a deep discount. There's not much play value as you can finish the entire game in under and hour and not to
mention the game having a cliffhanger ending which will never get resolved. I suggest giving the game either a skip or wait till
deep discount, not to mention you can get it really cheaply on sale, I think it goes down to under an euro so then it might be
worth it.

Final Rating:

5\/10

Pros:
+ Amazing atmosphere
+ Impressive environments

Cons:
- Cliffhanger ending which will not get resolved
- Boring

If you liked this review please consider joining https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/completingthebacklog and 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/ImperialReviews

. Being a native that live and fish in this part of the world I can say that the dev team has done a very good job re-creating this
dam. The amosphere , look and feel of it is very good to how it is over here. As for the fish species , they have a very
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comprehensive and complete list that they added. The fish models are very well designed , especially the various Tilapia , aka
Kurper looks very good. Feels like home when I catch Tilapia here. It's fun fishing here. My only small gripe is that lures are not
very effective for some reason. The lake seems stable without major bugs either. The few bugs I saw was fixed within hours.
Overall a job well done on this dam.. I love this developer. He was kind enough to give me a beta key for the original game upon
asking so it's nice to see him create additional content in order to fix the issue of not being able to keep the game in my library.

I really enjoyed the original game so any additional content is great for me and a nice way to put some cash in the pocket of a
generous, friendly and not to mention talented developer. Well worth the purchase.
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I played for about 20 minutes and honestly didnt find it that funny. Maybe its just my sense of humor but I did not enjoy it..
PUzzle GAem? but... puzl maek SENSE???!? 10000/10 GOTY. Ran into two bugs at the spaceship level etc bugged doors and
bugged boss fight.
Had to quit and restart the game.
Other than every else is okay.... This game is superby difficult but fun to play if your in for space shooting galactic action!

Cons
Extreme Difficult can make u not play this short spectacular game

Pros
A urban downhill mess that becomes a classic
Harbor my name its about to get drilled with satisfaction
steep stairway gameplay
narrow roads i mean areas that indicate an familiar passageway
not even the freight containers can put this game into a negativity shell
highlighting options
typical obstacles to block your way

I GIVE THIS GAME a 9.0\/10 go big or go home love the burrito master. Fluid, original and deep gameplay mechanics.

The design make it feels like it's a casual game, but it really isn't.\\
The leveling is way too hard for casual players.
Even if you understand and use the various combo, the ennemy is pushing way too fast and hard.
I get stuck on the 4th level while my character is fully upgraded and I'm fully focused on the game.

So very good for tryharder, not for people who'd like to progress peacefully without re-doing each level 10times.

. Worst game ever made from Codemaster!!!

Similar and better game, Buy Sonic & All Stars Racing Transformed!!. Very unique and flexible concept. Also very easy to
make excruciatingly difficult levels.. A cute little metroidvania like game, it can be hard sometimes but it's so adorable and
charming that i only can recommend it!. A great game for losing friends.. Bought this with a 90% off coupon that i got~

Completed the game after in only 30 minutes

Gotta love dem classic video games
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